Pipeline Module

Monitor comprehensive natural gas flow data at a micro level

The OPIS PointLogic Pipeline Module details point information by natural gas pipeline with both map and data views showing point type, direction, and more.

Market Challenge
Natural gas supply and demand fluctuates day to day or nomination cycle to nomination cycle. The resulting changes to pipeline flow create profitable opportunities that can be missed without consistent information on changing market conditions. Using general sources of pipeline information doesn’t provide the timeliness or accuracy needed to identify important trends.

How We Help
OPIS PointLogic’s Pipeline Module gives a simple, consistent, real-time presentation of true flows, with the interactive flexibility to manipulate data for more focused insight. At an affordable price point, you’ll get pipeline data that’s accurate and easy to understand in a dynamically visual format.

Benefits
— View pipeline profiles with associated articles, documents and FERC Form 2 data highlights.
— Create pipeline and point watchlists that deliver email alerts based on volume percentage change intraday, daily or weekly.
— View state-to-state throughput volumes for every interstate pipeline, with inflows and outflows by default regions or by customized regions.
— Use an Excel Add-In tool to query flow data and build custom, refreshable spreadsheets with a few clicks.

For a FREE trial, call 855 650 4500 or email info@pointlogicenergy.com